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On 7/18/63, PCI JACK WALTERS advised MAURY FRIEDMAN and ROSSELLI left early on 7/18/63, for the Cal-Neva Lodge, Lake Tahoe, Nevada, presumably in ROSSELLI's car. PCI said ROSSELLI stayed at Beverly Crest Hotel on night 7/17, 18/63. Las Vegas has been requested to ascertain activities FRIEDMAN and ROSSELLI at Cal-Neva.
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (92-3267)
FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (92-113C)
SUBJECT: JOHN ROSELLI, aka AR

Fisur of ROSELLI on 7/17/63, revealed he and MAURICE H. FRIEDMAN spent nearly hour looking over apartments at 818 North Doheny Drive, Los Angeles, where apartments are purchased like an individual house. FRIEDMAN is part owner New Frontier Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada.

On 7/19/63, E. STEPHEN D'ARTOIS, Sales Manager, Plaza Apartments, 818 North Doheny Drive, advised that on 7/14/63, SAM ANDERMAN (alleged gambler and bookmaker who was called before Federal Grand Jury, Terre Haute, Indiana, sometime ago regarding layoff action), a member of the Friars Club, Beverly Hills, called and recommended JOHN ROSELLI as a possible purchaser of an apartment.

D'ARTOIS said that on 7/17/63, JULIAN WEINSTOCK, owner of the apartment, called and said MAURY FRIEDMAN would be out to look at the apartments. When FRIEDMAN came he was accompanied by a gray-haired man (ROSELLI) who was not introduced by name. They looked at the apartments and then talked to WEINSTOCK.

After FRIEDMAN and ROSELLI left WEINSTOCK told D'ARTOIS to reserve one-bedroom apartment on the 11th floor for the man who was with FRIEDMAN. This apartment sells for $50,000 and requires at least a $10,000 down payment.

On 7/17/63, LA 4396-C* furnished information that indicated ROSELLI planned to make a trip of some kind.